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Happy Friday!
A few views to ponder this weekend…
The email deluge…having trouble keeping up? Always a
challenge!
Taxing times…politically, internationally, and personally!
Getting to know yourself…always a challenge on the job-search
front!
One fun fact!

You Have Mail!

Our thought bubble: It’s amazing…over 300 billion (000,000,000!)
are sent in a day and they are increasing exponentially! We are all
recipients - victims, too. We’ve really progressed from the excitement of
hearing the “you’ve got mail” ding to the volume of emails that we face
today. What do we do?
Why it matters: the hours spent on email are increasing. We’re taking
steps to be proactive on the “sending” side - trying to reduce the sends
with hopes that the returns will decline. Wishful thinking!
The bottom line: We all need to find ways to eliminate unwanted
emails - click the “spam” icon to send unwanted emails to your trash
folder. Limit online shopping - but when you feel the need, make certain
you prevent unwanted reminders. Pay attention to automatic sign-ups they kill! Don’t send unless you need to!

The Varying Definitions of “Taxing”

Why it matters: These are indeed taxing times!
Big picture: It is amazing how we humans find to dismay others.
International affairs are perplexing. It’s 2022…and we’re exposed to
24x7 live reporting on a war taking place.
Voluntary quits increasing; jobless claims increasing; job openings
increasing; talent shortages. Facing the many challenges in all
aspects of career services.
And don’t forget…April 15 is nearing!
The bottom line: Take mental breaks, take a walk, or do whatever to
clear the mind…and the soul!

Who are you?

Better said: Who am I?
Big picture: the job search scene requires a good look at yourself. We
offer several approaches - one easy…one very difficult. Our RDC Hiring
Edge DISC Assessment is an easy sell-assessment to help clarify work
styles and behaviors. Takes about 15-20 minutes - any longer and you’re
thinking too much!
A more difficult approach is our “Self Assessment” which forces clients to
think, considering items such as Work Values, Accomplishments, Skills,
and

Interests. And to top that off - you are asked to consider these as you
formally describe yourself. It’s a challenge - and always a major
stumbling block for our clients!
Contact RDC@RDCInc.com to learn more!

One Fun Fact!

Tacking days…

Speaking of taxing…I was reminded of the word “tack.” Whether
sailing, seeing, welding, or horse-back riding, the word “tack” is often
used. And then there’s the thumbtack.
The “tack” - first known as a drawing pin - was invented in name and as a
mass-produced item in what is now the United States in the mid/late
1750s. It was first mentioned in the Oxford English Dictionary in 1759.
It was said that the use of the newly invented drawing pin to attach
notices to schoolhouse doors was making a significant contribution to the
whittling away of their gothic doors. Modern drawing pins were also
found as standard in architects’ drawing boxes in the late 18th century.
Edwin Moore patented the "push-pin" in the US in 1900 and founded the
Moore Push-Pin Company, still operating in Glenside PA. Moore
described them as a pin with a handle. In 1903, in the German town of
Lychen, clockmaker Johann Kirsten invented flat-headed pins for use
with drawings.
Read more!

Rest up…and try to share your smile! Have a great weekend and an even
better week ahead with world leaders taking initiatives to save the people
in Ukraine. What a mess…just another reminder of our good fortune.
Take care and be safe!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!
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